
 

 

Disclaimer: Whilst every effort has been made to anticipate the results and benefits of the training provided by Frontier 

Performance, the ultimate outcomes depend upon market conditions, sales team skills, product and service specifications and 

performance, and other factors not under Frontier Performance’ control. Under no circumstances is Frontier Performance or 

related personnel liable for any personal or financial loss of income, explicit or implied, as a result of the services provided. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Fear of Failure 

The Fear of Financial Failure 

 

 

 

Over Coming Fear  
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Exercise 

Situation 
 

Negative unhelpful 
thought 

Positive helpful thought 

Prospecting No one wants to talk to me in 
these times 

Maybe they are wanting to talk to an 
expert on what to do? 
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The Fear of Failure  
 

Are you a Perfectionist? 

 

1. I frequently repeat in my mind how I could have or could not 

have done something better.    Y / N  

2. I always got good marks at school.       Y / N 

3. When I make a mistake, I worry about it for a long period  

of time.           Y / N 

4. When an employee or a family member makes a mistake,  

I can be too hard on them.         Y / N 

5. I can’t stand when shoddy work, if its late, poorly organised or not  

up to my standards.          Y / N 

6. When I was a child my parents were anxious if I didn’t get A's or 

do my house hold chores well       Y / N 

7. My number one priority as a child was to meet my parents’  

expectations and to be sure I never disappointed them in  

anything I did.                    Y / N 

8. I like to set realistic goals that I'm fairly sure I can achieve.    Y / N 

9. I believe the best way to avoid rejection is always to do my best.    Y / N 

10. It is hard for me to delegate because I usually  

think I can do it better myself.        Y / N 

Score ___________________ (Yes) 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________  
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The Fear of Financial Failure 
Are you a desperate salesperson? 

 

 

1. My family depend on me to be successful and provide for them.  Y / N 

2. I have little savings and assets to fall back on if I don’t pull in  

the money every month.   Y / N 

3. I have significant house hold debt and business overhead  

expenses to meet every month  Y / N 

4. If I don't improve my performance I fear that I will go out of business                                       

or will have to get a new job   Y / N 

5. I think sometimes a prospect can tell how desperate I  

feel when I sell my services or product.  Y / N 

6. I wake up in the middle of the night or can’t go back to sleep  

worrying about my finances.   Y / N 

7. My partner/family is upset about our financial situation and is  

giving me a hard time.   Y / N 

8. I catastrophise and worry about extremes like losing my  

house or my partner.  Y / N 

9. When I lose one sale or a prospect says no, I panic about  

not being able to earn the money I need.  Y / N 

10. The more desperate my financial situation is, the harder I find it to                                     

prospect because my self-esteem is down.  Y / N 

Score ___________________ (Yes) 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 


